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Industry –  

Per Energy Information Administration (EIA) the electricity demand is likely to increase at 1% for next 25 years 

in the United States. Historically, coal has been the major source of energy (48%) and most of the plants were 

built in 1970’s that have 30-40 years of efficient lifespan. Recent technological advances gave birth to new and 

inexpensive means of recovering natural gas from shale rock formations. Thus, made available an abundant 

supply of cheap, less carbon-intense and higher efficiency natural gas. This has resulted in an increase of gas 

power plants from 21% to 32% since 2008. Natural gas power plants are 16% less expensive in operation than 

coal power which thus becomes an obvious substitute. Moreover, energy code compliance (MATS) has forced 

owners to shutdown/replace old coal-based power plants with more efficient natural (clean) gas power plants. 

Current electricity generation from coal-powered plants have come down to 30% and is likely to reduce as old 

plants retire and natural gas-powered plants are built because of economic and environmental benefits. 

Although renewable energy is likely to gain momentum due to tax credits, it is only 17% piece of the pie and is 

expensive than natural gas. Overall, moderate demand for construction of new natural gas power plants is likely 

to continue in near future 

 

Business overview –  

Argan Inc is a holding company established in 1961 with 4 major subsidiaries related to infrastructure services. 

It earns 90% of its revenue from Gemma Power Systems (GPS) which provides Engineering Procurement and 

Construction (EPC) services to build natural gas-fired as well as renewable energy power plants. GPS has 
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installed 15,000 MW of power plants and has completed 40 turnkey projects so far. The other 3 subsidiaries 

provide industrial shed, equipment installations, and telecommunication services 

 

Argan has a strong debt-free balance sheet and a cash worth of $434 Million. Argan’s operating margins are 

consistent at 13%. Margins vary depending on type of contracts. 5-year average return on equity of 22% whereas 

sector median is 11%. Book value has been growing at 20% CAGR for last 10 years. 
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Gemma Power Systems – 

Gemma power systems was bought by Argan in 2006 and has created immense value for Argan since then. 

William F. Griffin is the Vice Chairman and CEO of Gemma Power Systems and has over 20 years of experience. 

He has shown a long-standing track record of constructing gas fired power plants since company’s inception. 

The company has gained immense industry trust by delivering over 40 turnkey projects worth 15,000 MW. 

Gemma provides initial project development services to owners along with financial support that awards them 

these contracts without competition and with high margins. The project usually takes 1-3 years to complete and 

are added into backlog until revenues are recognized.  GPS has successful history of converting their backlog at 

an average 60% since 2010 with annual revenues growing from $225 Million to $800 Million a year. New projects 

are added to backlogs as company wins more work year on year. Since last 3 years, the company has shown 

remarkable performance by delivering an average $600 Million worth of work annually. This shows company’s 

capacity to deliver projects efficiently and convert backlog into revenues consistently.  

 

The company is about to approach completion of its 4 major projects in 2018 and has sounded an alarm for 

revenue decline in the near-term. However, they are optimistic on rebuilding the backlog and continued 

revenue growth starting 2019. GPS has a current backlog of $350 million as of January 31st, 2018 and has also 

entered into EPC contract for $250 Million with NTE Carolinas. GPS has been selected by the owners of several 

other natural gas-fired power plant projects to negotiate EPC service contracts with aggregate potential project 

value more than $1.5 billion. These projects have not received notice to proceed yet as thus are not part of the 

backlog. GPS management diligently seeks business opportunities where they consider providing financial 

support to the ownership of a new project, at least during the development phase, to improve the probability 

of an EPC contract award to them. GPS’s customers are highly satisfied with the company’s ability to deliver 

quality projects on time.  
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Management & Acquisitions -  

Company’s acquisition strategy has not produced great results except for Gemma Power Systems. In 2003, after 

appointing Rainer Bosselmann as CEO, company’s buisnes plan stated that they intend to have more than one 

industrial focus and to identify those companies that are in industries with significant potential to grow 

profitably both internally and through acquisitions. I am not too confident on company’s growth strategy.  

Argan aquired Southern Marylnd Cable in April 2003 with $4 Million cash and took $1 Million debt. Argan 

suffered an impairment loss of $2 Million after customer contract terminated due to acquisition. SMC has 

current revenues in the range of $8 to $10 Million.  

In 2004, Vitarich Laboratories was acquired by merger which is a distributor of premium nutritional 

supplements, whole-food dietary supplements. Argan paid $11 Million in total and assumed $1.6 Million in debt 

while purchasing the company. The business experienced revenue levels well below expectations due to weaker 

than anticipated sales and having lower gross margin than the industry. BY 2011, VLI was sold for $2.53 Million 

only. This is a complete waste of shareholders money in my opinion. Why would an infrastructure services 

company buy into sale of nutrition products in the first place?  

In May 2015, Argan acquired Atlantic Projects Company Limited (APC), which provides turbine, boiler and large 

rotating equipment installation services. In July 2016, work was suspended on APC’s largest project, which 

represented over 90% of its backlog. Argan wrote $2 Million good will impairment loss in fiscal 2017. APC has 

been recently awarded $110 Million projects and hoping to produce some revenue in future.  

In December 2015, Argan acquired The Roberts Company (“TRC”), which is an industrial fabricator and 

constructor. The company paid $0.5 million to acquire the member interests of TRC, and assumed approximately 

$15.6 million in debt obligations which it paid off on the acquisition date. Argan had to advance an additional 

$22.5 million in cash to TRC in order to fund the completion of the work on its loss contracts. TRC has had a 

mixed performance since acquisition. The company had loss for couple of years and have started to generate 

revenues in the range of $75 Million with 10-12% operating margin. 

All in all – company’s management cannot be fully trusted with their use of shareholders money in future. Rainer 

Bossleman and William Griffin together own around 5% of ownership with total directors summing up to 8%. 

William Griffin can be trusted to convert a backlog worth of $1-1.5 Billion in timely manner as he has done in 

the past. GPS can be the only source of trusted revenues in future for Argan.   
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Competition -  

Kiewit Corp, & Fluor Corporation are Gemma’s biggest competitors. Fluor’s revenue from power operations has 

declined by 50% from 2016 to 2017. Recently they lost $124 Million on fixed price contract. Kiewit has good 

experience in the power plant construction space. GPS also competes with other big firms like Black & Veatch, 

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company etc. These are big companies and do not necessarily depend on construction of 

natural gas power plants to boost their revenue. Gemma has 20% market share in natural gas power plants. 

Gemma’s cost-effective pricing and ability to deliver projects on time stands itself apart.  

Competitive Advantage -  

Gemma Power financially supports owners in project development phase. This initial investment in turn allows 

GPS to win the contract with higher margins. Gemma has been historically a cost-effective builder. Their Long-

standing record of delivering projects has allowed them to gain an industry trust. Gemma is very focused on 

their projects due to its size. They take very few projects at a time. This is an advantage since big competitors 

need 20-25 projects at a time to keep the revenue growing. Customers of Gemma are sure to get an A team on 

their project as compared to other big competitors.  William Griffin, CEO of Gemma is focused on minimizing 

the risk of losses from the naturally asymmetric risk/reward that is inherent in fixed price contracts. 

Dhandho business –  

Markets hate uncertainty and that’s exactly the case for Argan Inc. The company does not have future work. 

The current backlog for Gemma power is approximately of $600 Million and around $100 Million for other two 

subsidiaries. Last couple of poor acquisitions have made Mr. Market trust less on Argan’s management. 

However, the company has strong balance sheet and Gemma power has shown consistent ability to deliver and 

generate revenue from its backlog in the past. The EIA estimates 18-23GW of coal powered plants will be retired 

in the U.S. through 2040.  Conversely, natural gas capacity is expected to grow 2.8% annually during the same 

time.  While Gemma has a niche in the complicated natural gas combined cycle technology, they have 

experience building all types of power plants.  Gemma is not dependent on a natural gas boom in particular but 

on a slow and steady power market.  As an added upside, the Atlantic platform gives AGX an option to expand 

internationally if the U.S. power market slows.  Atlantic is based in Dublin with recent projects in Kuwait, 

Singapore, Ireland and Iceland. Assuming above facts, following are the odds that I believe will play out for Argan 

in future.  

1. Gemma power wins the bidding pipeline worth $1.5 Billion and other two subsidiaries generate revenue 

worth $80 Million every year together. Gemma has current backlog of $600 Million. That’s revenue of 
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around 2.3 Billion for next 3-4 years and 8% margin gives $184 Million after tax. Assuming $20 million 

in capital expenditures, that’s still $168 Million of free cash flow in next 3 years.  

Odds I ascribe to this scenario playing out      25 % 

Equity value in 36 months if this scenario played out    > $80 per share 

2. Gemma wins half the pipeline worth $800 Million and other two subsidiaries generate revenue $60 

Million together every year. That’s total revenue of 1.6 Billion after adding current $600 Million backlog. 

Assuming $20 Million of capital expenditures gives free cash flow of $108 Million for next 3 years.  

 

Odds I ascribe to this scenario playing out      45 % 

Equity value in 36 months if this scenario played out    > $70 per share 

3. Gemma does not win any future work and only finishes its current backlog of $600 Million. Other two 

subsidiaries generate revenue of $200 Million total by 2020. That brings us with free cash flow of $40 

Million for next 3 years.  

Odds I ascribe to this scenario playing out      15 % 

Equity value in 36 months if this scenario played out    > 45 $ per share 

4. Gemma does not find any future work, completes backlog that provides $40 Million free cash flow by 

2020 and Argan’s CEO loses $40 Million cash by doing stupid acquisitions. Note that current cash of 

$434 Million is worth $27 per share. 

Odds I ascribe to this scenario playing out      9 % 

Equity value in 36 months if this scenario played out    > 30 $ per share 

5. 50 Mile meteor comes in or such an extreme event takes place that draws Argan’s equity value to zero 

and burns all the cash.  

Odds I ascribe to this scenario playing out      1 % 

Equity value in 36 months if this scenario played out    > 0 $ per share 

 

It’s clear that there is much uncertainty about how this might play out. Argan has been established since 1961 

and Gemma power has 20 years of industry experience in delivering high quality power plants. The risk of 

permanent loss of capital is 1%. Wall street cannot always distinguish between risk and uncertainty. Savvy 

investors like Mohnish Pabrai and Warren Buffet have been taking advantage such situations in the past. This 

certainly looks like a low risk high uncertainty business – Heads, I win; tails, I don’t lose much type of bet.  
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Valuation –  

Argan has a debt free balance sheet and holds $434M of cash with Market Cap of $600M. Yearly capital 

expenditures are in the range of $4-5 Million only.  Historically, Argan’s topline has grown at 15% and had a free 

cash flow of $34 Million on an average for last 10 years growing from $19 Million (Avg of 2009-13) to $66 Million 

(Avg of 2014 to 2018). That’s around 13% CAGR. Let’s assume the company grows its free cash flows at 10% a 

year for next 10 years and we sell the business at 10 to 15 times its 10th year free cash flow. That gives us a 

market cap of $1,101 Million or 70$ per share. The current market cap of $620 Million ($39 per share) assumes 

only $20 Million of cash flows that not grow at all. Thus, the company looks undervalued with intrinsic value 

being in the range of $50 to $70. That’s 44% margin of safety.  

 

Final words –  

Argan is definitely a bargain in highly overvalued market at the moment. I do believe this is a high uncertainty 

low risk bet. No debt and strong balance sheet can help Argan sustain next couple of years easily. Gemma has 

good experience in this industry and hardly needs 2-3 projects to reflect the intrinsic value of the business in 

future. However, I do not think this is a high-quality business with sustainable moat around it. Also, I am 

discouraged by the management’s decisions & practice of acquisitions. One of the basic questions I ask myself 

after all the analysis is if I am willing to put 25% of my net worth into this business. If the answer is no, I don’t 

buy a share. If the answer is yes – I invest 5 to 10% position. I would be very interested to see how this plays out 

in the future. Good luck.  
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